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Abstract The pressure–volume–temperature (P–V–T)
relation of CaIrO3 post-perovskite (ppv) was measured at
pressures and temperatures up to 8.6 GPa and 1,273 K,
respectively, with energy-dispersive synchrotron X-ray
diffraction using a DIA-type, cubic-anvil apparatus
(SAM85). Unit-cell dimensions were derived from the Le
Bail full profile refinement technique, and the results were
fitted using the third-order Birth-Murnaghan equation of
state. The derived bulk modulus KT0 at ambient pressure
and temperature is 168.3 ± 7.1 GPa with a pressure
0
derivative KT0
= 5.4 ± 0.7. All of the high temperature
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data, combined with previous experimental data, are fitted
using the high-temperature Birch-Murnaghan equation of
state, the thermal pressure approach, and the Mie-Grüneisen-Debye formalism. The refined thermoelastic parameters
for CaIrO3 ppv are: temperature derivative of bulk modulus ðoKT =oTÞP = -0.038 ± 0.011 GPa K-1, aKT
= 0.0039 ± 0.0001 GPa K-1, ðoKT =oT ÞV = -0.012 ±


0.002 GPa K-1, and o2 P=oT 2 V = 1.9 ± 0.3 9 10-6
GPa2 K-2. Using the Mie-Grüneisen-Debye formalism, we
obtain Grüneisen parameter c0 = 0.92 ± 0.01 and its volume dependence q = 3.4 ± 0.6. The systematic variation of
bulk moduli for several oxide post-perovskites can be
described approximately by the relationship KT0 = 5406.0/
V(molar) ? 5.9 GPa.
Keywords CaIrO3 post-perovskite  Thermal equation
of state  High pressure and high temperature
Introduction
Experiments at high pressures and high temperatures and
theoretical calculations have shown that, with increasing
pressure, many compounds, e.g. (Mg, Fe)SiO3, MgGeO3,
MnGeO3, Fe2O3, Al2O3, Mn2O3, and NaMgF3, will transform to the CaIrO3-type post-perovskite (ppv) structure
(Hirose et al. 2005; Murakami et al. 2004; Tateno et al.
2006; Caracas and Cohen 2005; Mao et al. 2004; Oganov
and Ono 2004, 2005; Tsuchiya et al. 2005a; Ono and
Ohishi 2005; Santillan et al. 2006; Martin et al. 2006). (Mg,
Fe)SiO3 perovskite (pv), the dominant lower-mantle phase,
transforms to post-perovskite phase at around 120–125
GPa and above 2,000°C, which might correspond to the
seismic anomalies observed in the D00 region (Panning and
Romanowicz 2004; Hernlund et al. 2005; Lay et al. 2006;
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Wookey et al. 2005). The physical and thermodynamic
properties of post-perovskite are therefore important to
explain the seismic anomalies at the core-mantle boundary
(CMB) region. As a low-pressure analo of MgSiO3-ppv,
the thermodynamic properties of CaIrO3 ppv under high
pressures and high temperatures are of interest to the Earth
sciences, although its applicability as an analo is not well
established (Tsuchiya and Tsuchiya 2007; Kubo et al.
2008).
The CaIrO3 structure can be visualized as isolated layers
of IrO6 octahedra normal to the b axis. The octahedra share
edges along the a-axis and corners along the c-axis. Calcium occupies bi-capped trigonal prism sites between these
layers (Rodi and Babel 1965). High-temperature drop
calorimetry experiments showed a strongly positive Clapeyron slope for the phase boundary between perovskite
and post-perovskite CaIrO3 (Hirose and Fujita 2005).
Hustoft et al. (2008) measured Raman Spectra of CaIrO3
ppv up to 30 GPa. Lindsay-Scott et al. (2007) and Martin
et al. (2007) reported thermal expansion results, determined by X-ray powder diffraction. Previous studies have
also investigated the rheology, grain growth kinetics, and
lattice preferred orientation of CaIrO3 ppv (Miyajima et al.
2006; Miyajima and Walte 2009; Niwa et al. 2007; Walte
et al. 2007; Yoshino and Yamazaki 2007; Miyagi et al.
2008; Hunt et al. 2009; Metsue et al. 2009). Equation of
state (EoS) and elasticity of CaIrO3 perovskite and postperovskite phases have been studied experimentally only at
high pressures and room temperature (Ballaran et al. 2007;
Martin et al. 2007; Tsuchiya and Tsuchiya 2007), except
for a single theoretical study using density functional theory (Stølen and Trønnes 2007). The absence of a thermal
equation of state derived using high P–T experimental data
highlights the need for further investigation of P–V–T data
for this important material.
Unit-cell volume (V) measurements under simultaneous
high pressure–temperature (P–T) conditions in large-volume presses using intense synchrotron X-rays have been
one of the most useful ways to establish reliable thermal
EoS for solids (e.g. Wang et al. 1996; Nishihara et al. 2004;
Liu and Li 2006, Liu et al. 2008). In this paper, we report
the results from in situ measurements of the unit-cell volumes of CaIrO3 post-perovskite at simultaneous high P–
T conditions to 8.6 GPa and 1,273 K, fully within the postperovskite stability field as determined by Hirose and
Fujita (2005). Thermoelastic parameters are derived from
the current P–V–T data using various thermal equations of
state, including the high-temperature Birch-Murnaghan
EoS (e.g. Duffy and Wang 1998), the thermal pressure
approach (e.g. Anderson 1995, 1999; Jackson and Rigden
1996), and the Mie-Grüneisen-Debye formalism (e.g.
Jackson and Rigden 1996).
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Experimental
The sample was prepared following the same procedure
described by Miyagi et al. (2008). Polycrystalline CaIrO3
ppv was synthesized from a 1:1 M ratio of CaO and IrO2
by a two-step process. First, the mixture was heated in a
vacuum-sealed silica tube at ambient pressure for 68 h at
1,250 K. The run products were composed of a mixture of
oxides, CaIrO3 perovskite, and post-perovskite. The sample
was then compressed to 7 GPa and 1,370 K for 4 h in a
large-volume apparatus at 13-ID-D station of the GSECARS sector of the Advanced Photon Source. This produced a sintered aggregate with dimensions of *1.5 mm
in diameter and 1.9 mm long. X-ray diffraction confirmed
that the sample was pure, homogeneous CaIrO3 postperovskite. A polycrystalline specimen of 0.8-mm long was
cut, and both ends were polished to be flat. Bulk density of
the specimen was determined to be 7.55 ± 0.01 g cm-3
using the Archimedes’ immersion method, which was 92%
of the theoretical X-ray density (8.22 g cm-3) for CaIrO3
ppv. The bench-top velocity measurement were performed
on the CaIrO3 ppv specimen and yielded vp = 5.71 ± 0.03
km s-1 and vs = 3.13 ± 0.02 km s-1. The experimental
equipment and its operation have been described in detail
by Li et al. (2004).
The high-pressure, high-temperature experiments were
performed using a DIA-type cubic-anvil apparatus
(SAM85) installed at the superconducting wiggler beam
line X17B2 of the National Synchrotron Light Source
(NSLS) at Brookhaven National Laboratory (BNL). Details
of this experimental set-up have been described elsewhere
(Weidner et al. 1992; Kung et al. 2002; Li et al. 2004). The
cube-shaped pressure medium was made of pre-compressed boron epoxy (4:1 wt% ratio), with an edge length
of *6.4 mm. The polycrystalline specimen was embedded
in a NaCl-BN powder mixture (10:1 wt% ratio), which
provided a pseudo-hydrostatic environment for the specimen. The cell pressure was determined using the equation
of state for NaCl (Decker 1971), and pressure uncertainties
resulting from the measured NaCl cell parameters are about
0.2 GPa. Temperature was measured using W/Re3%-W/
Re25% thermocouple wires placed immediately adjacent to
the specimen (Li et al. 2004). The temperature variation
between the sample/salt and the thermal couple is estimated to be less than 20 K (Wang et al. 1998).
In the current experiment, we first compressed the
sample to 8.6 GPa at room temperature and then increased
the temperature to *1,273 K. During decompression, 5
additional heating/cooling cycles were performed at fixed
ram loads as shown in Fig. 1. To minimize the effect of
non-hydrostatic stress built up during compression/
decompression at room temperature, in each heating/
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2008). The isothermal compression at room temperature
showed excellent agreement with the results of Ballaran
et al. (2007) and Martin et al. (2007) in the current pressure
range (Fig. 3).
We fit our room temperature P–V data with the following third-order Birch-Murnaghan EoS,

Table 1 Pressure, temperature, and unit-cell volume measurement of
CaIrO3 post-perovskite
P, GPa

Fig. 1 Pressure–temperature path of experiments on post-perovskite
CaIrO3. Each point represents the P–T condition where the unit-cell
volumes were measured. All of the data were collected in the stability
field of post-perovskite phase according to Hirose and Fujita (2005)

cooling cycle, X-ray diffraction data were measured only
during cooling (Wang et al. 1998). X-ray diffraction data
from the specimen and the NaCl pressure standard were
recorded in the energy dispersive mode using a Ge solidstate detector. The incident X-ray beam was collimated to
0.2 mm (horizontal) by 0.1 mm (vertical), and the diffraction angle was set at 2h = 6.532 ± 0.0028. Final values of lattice parameters were obtained by Le Bail full
profile fit (Le Bail 2005) using the software package GSAS
(Larson and Von Dreele 2000) and the EXPGUI (Toby
2001), in which least-square fitting of the diffraction profile
was achieved by the minimization of the difference
between the observed and synthetic patterns.

Results and analysis
Unit-cell volumes of CaIrO3 obtained along various isotherms from 298 to 1,273 K at pressures up to 8.6 GPa are
listed in Table 1. X-ray diffraction patterns from the
sample obtained at ambient conditions before and after the
experiment are compared in Fig. 2 with major postperovskite peaks indexed according to the Pbnm space
group. No changes to the post-perovskite structure were
observed within the resolution of the current data. The unitcell volumes at ambient conditions (V0) were determined to
be 226.318 ± 0.037 and 226.270 ± 0.048 Å3, respectively, before and after the experiment. They are in good
agreement with the value of 226.3 ± 0.2 Å3 reported by
Hirose and Fujita (2005), but slightly smaller than the
values of 226.3754 ± 0.0078 Å3 reported by Martin et al.
(2007), 226.38 ± 0.1 Å3 from Ballaran et al. (2007),
226.402 ± 0.007 Å3 from Lindsay-Scott et al. (2007), and
226.71 ± 0.23 from a single-crystal study (Sugahara et al.

T, K

V(P,T), Å3

DPth, GPa

0.0

298

226.318 (37)

10-4

2.5

298

222.994 (57)

10-4

3.2

298

222.652 (63)

10-4

3.7

298

221.880 (59)

10-4

4.3

298

220.720 (60)

10-4

5.0

298

220.440 (72)

10-4

5.6
6.3

298
298

219.632 (71)
218.708 (65)

10-4
10-4

7.0

298

217.861(69)

10-4

7.7

298

217.348 (73)

10-4

8.6

298

216.563 (74)

10-4

7.2

1,273

223.136 (75)

4.52

6.8

1,273

223.533 (58)

4.45

6.8

1,073

222.232 (67)

3.37

6.2

1,073

222.878 (39)

3.31

5.7

1,073

223.975 (63)

3.70

5.3

1,073

224.117 (53)

3.41

6.4

873

221.430 (68)

2.29

5.8

873

222.284 (59)

2.42

5.3

873

223.000 (57)

2.46

4.6

873

223.518 (53)

2.23

3.9

873

224.537 (63)

2.35

6.0
5.3

673
673

220.908 (59)
221.649 (68)

1.44
1.38

4.8

673

222.487 (56)

1.63

4.1

673

223.081 (63)

1.38

3.5

673

224.062 (57)

1.57

5.6

473

220.306 (62)

0.51

4.9

473

221.197 (59)

0.59

4.3

473

222.058 (49)

0.73

3.7

473

222.516 (57)

0.51

3.0

473

223.611 (56)

0.71

5.5

298

219.572 (58)

10-4

4.7

298

220.763 (64)

10-4

4.1

298

221.387 (53)

10-4

3.4

298

222.131 (56)

10-4

2.7

298

223.131 (49)

10-4

1.7
0.0

298
298

225.133 (75)
226.270 (48)

10-4
10-4

Numbers in brackets are 1r error in last digit(s)
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Fig. 2 Selected X-ray diffraction patterns for CaIrO3 ppv at various
PT conditions. The peaks marked by ‘‘Ir’’ and ‘‘Pb’’ are Ir and Pb
fluorescence peaks

by Martin et al. (2007) from a second-order Birch-Murna0
= 4) fitting, respectively. Considering that
ghan EoS (KT0
an increased compression range should help resolve the
0
trade-off among KT0 , KT0
, and VT0 and better constrain the
three parameters, we combined our data with those obtained
by Ballaran et al. (2007) and Martin et al. (2007) and fit the
whole dataset to Eq. 1, yielding KT0 = 168.3 ± 7.1 GPa,
0
KT0
= 5.4 ± 0.7, and VT0 = 226.566 ± 0.181 Å3. For
compatibility amongst the data from different studies, the
volumes from these two studies were normalized to their
respective starting values.
We applied three commonly employed methods to
derive thermoelastic parameters from our current P–V–T
data for CaIrO3 ppv: (1) The high-temperature BirchMurnaghan EoS (e.g. Saxena and Zhang 1990; Duffy and
Wang 1998); (2) The thermal pressure approach (e.g.
Anderson 1995, 1999; Jackson and Rigden 1996); and (3)
The Mie-Grüneisen-Debye EoS (e.g. Jackson and Rigden
1996).
High-temperature Birch-Murnaghan EoS
Eq. 1 is used along various high-temperature isotherms at
473 K, 673 K, 873 K, 1,073 K and 1,273 K, respectively.
Assuming that the second- and higher-order pressure
derivatives of the bulk modulus are negligible, then KT0
0
and KT0
are given by the properties at ambient conditions,

Fig. 3 Volume comparison from different studies for CaIrO3 ppv at
room temperature. Line is fitting results using the third-order Birch0
= 5.4, and
Murnaghan equation of state (KT0 = 168.3 GPa and KT0
V0 = 226.566 (181) Å3

" 
 5=3 #
3
VT0 7=3
VT0
PðV; TÞ ¼ KT0

2
V
V
(
" 
#)
 VT0 2=3
3 0
 1 þ KT0  4
1
4
V

ð2Þ

0
KT0
¼ K00

ð3Þ

where K0 and K00 are the isothermal values at ambient
conditions. The temperature derivative of the bulk modulus
ðoKT =oTÞP is assumed to be constant throughout the whole
temperature range. Zero-pressure unit-cell volume VT0 , at a
given temperature T, is expressed as
VT0 ¼ V0 exp

ZT
aT dT

ð4Þ

298

aT ¼ a0 þ a1 T
ð1Þ

0
where KT0 , KT0
, and VT0 are isothermal bulk modulus, its
pressure derivative, and the unit-cell volume at T = 298 K
and ambient pressure, respectively. A least squares fitting
of the present room T data to Eq. 1 yields KT0 =
169.3 ± 4.6 GPa and VT0 = 226.543 ± 0.158 Å3, with an
0
assumed KT0
= 4. The value of KT0 is in good agreement
with the theoretically calculated result of KT0 = 164 GPa
0
with fixed KT0
= 4 (Stølen and Trønnes 2007), but lower
than the results of KT0 = 181 ± 3 GPa reported by Ballaran
0
et al. (2007) with a lower KT0
= 2.3 and KT0 = 180.2 GPa

123

KT0 ¼ K0 þ ðoKT =oTÞP ðT  298Þ

ð5Þ

where V0 is the unit-cell volume at ambient conditions, and
aT is the thermal expansivity at ambient pressure and
temperature T, empirically expressed by constant parameters, a0, and a1. Fitting the current P–V–T data (Table 1) to
0
Eqs. 1–5, and fixing KT0 = 168.3 GPa, KT0
= 5.4, and
3
VT0 = 226.566 Å as previously determined, we obtain a
result of ðoKT =oTÞP = -0.038 ± 0.011 GPa K-1,
a0 = 1.48 ± 0.16 9 10-5 K-1 and a1 = 2.40 ± 0.54 9
10-8 K-2, with a root mean square (RMS) misfit of
*0.10 GPa. Our thermal expansion data derived from the
high-temperature Birch-Murnaghan EoS analysis are in
agreement with those of Lindsay-Scott et al. (2007) and
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Martin et al. (2007) as shown in Fig. 4. The P–V–T fitting
results and the measured CaIrO3 ppv unit-cell volumes are
plotted as a function of pressure in Fig. 5. Experimental
data are reproduced quite well.
Thermal pressure approach
We also analyzed the P–V–T data using the thermal pressure approach (e.g. Anderson 1984; Jackson and Rigden
1996). The thermal pressure DPth is obtained by subtracting the pressure at constant volume V and at room temperature from that measured at temperature T.
X
DPth ¼ PðV; TÞ  PðV; 300 KÞ ¼
biXiðg; TÞ
ð6Þ
where
g ¼ V0 =V
X1 ¼ ðT  T0 Þ b1 ¼ aKT ;

ð7Þ

X2 ¼ ðT  T0 Þ ln g b2 ¼ ðoKT =oT ÞV ;


X3 ¼ ðT  T0 Þ2 b3 ¼ o2 P=oT 2 V =2;

ð8Þ
ð9Þ

0
with fixed KT0 = 168.3 GPa and KT0
= 5.4, a fit of the
current data to Eq. 6 gives aKT = 0.0039 ± 0.0005 GPa
K-1, ðoKT =oT ÞV = -0.017 ± 0.012 GPa K-1, and
 2

o P=oT 2 V = 2.2 ± 0.4 9 10-6 GPa2 K-2, with an RMS
misfits of *0.17 GPa. Using the thermodynamic identity
ðoKT =oT ÞP ¼ ðoKT =oT ÞV aKT KT0 , a value of -0.038 ±
0.013 GPa K-1 for ðoKT =oT ÞP is obtained, which is in
excellent agreement with the result derived from the hightemperature Birch-Murnaghan EoS fit (Table 2). We also fit
the combined high-temperature datasets including the study
of Martin et al. (2007), and obtained aKT = 0.0039 ±
0.0001 GPa K-1, ðoKT =oT ÞV = -0.012 ± 0.002 GPa K-1,

Fig. 5 High-temperature Birch-Murnaghan equation of state fit for
CaIrO3 ppv. Measured high-temperature unit-cell volumes (symbols)
are showed. The errors of unit-cell volumes are less than the size of
symbols



and o2 P=oT 2 V = 1.9 ± 0.3 9 10-6 GPa2 K-2, with an
RMS misfits of *0.10 GPa. The value of ðoKT =oT ÞP , using
the new fitting results, is determined to be -0.033 ± 0.003
GPa K-1, which is slightly lower that that derived from the
high-temperature Birch-Murnaghan EoS approach. A comparison of the measured and fitted results is shown in Fig. 6.
Mie-Grüneisen-Debye formalism
In the Mie-Grüneisen-Debye equation of state, the thermal
energy is approximated by the Debye lattice vibrational
model, with only the acoustic modes taken into account
(e.g. Jackson and Rigden 1996). The pressure PðV; TÞ at a
given volume and temperature can be expressed as the
following forms:
PðV; TÞ ¼ PðV; T0 Þ þ DPth

ð10Þ

with
DPth ¼

cðVÞ
½Eth ðV; TÞ  Eth ðV; T0 Þ
V

ð11Þ

where subscript 0 refers to the principal isotherm (298 K).
PðV; T0 Þ is taken from Eq. 1. The thermal free energy Eth
in Eq. 9 is calculated from the Debye model (Debye 1912),
using
Eth ¼

ZH=T

9nRT
ðH=TÞ3

x3 dx
ex  1

H ¼ H0 exp½ðc0  cÞ=q
c ¼ c0 ðV=V0 Þ
Fig. 4 Comparison of our thermal expansion data in the hightemperature Birch-Murnaghan EoS analysis with the thermal expansion data of Lindsay-Scott et al. (2007) and Martin et al. (2007)

q

ð12Þ

0

ð13Þ
ð14Þ

where n is the number of atoms per formula unit, R is the
gas constant, H is the Debye temperature, c0 and H0 are the
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Table 2 Thermoelastic parameters derived from room-temperature and high-temperature Birch-Murnaghan (HTBM) EoS, thermal pressure
(TP) approach and Mie-Grüneisen-Debye (MGD) formalism for CaIrO3 ppv and comparison with the previous studies
Data

This study

This study ? Ref. 1

This study This study ? Ref. 1 and Ref. 2 Ref. 1 Ref. 2

Methods

HTBM

TP

MGD

RTBM

KT0 (GPa)

168.3

168.3

168.3

169.3 (46) 168.3 (71)

180.2

181 (3) 144 (1) 164

5.4

5.4

5.4

[4]

5.4 (7)

–

2.3

4.8 (4)

0
KT0

ðoKT =oT ÞP

-0.038 (11) -0.033

RTBM

BM

Ref. 3

BM

Ref. 4
BM

[4]

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

a0 (910-5K-1)

1.48 (16)

a1 (910-8K-2)

2.40 (54)

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

aKT

–

0.0039 (1)

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

ðoKT =oT ÞV
 2

o P=oT 2 V (910-6)

–

-0.012 (2)

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

1.9 (3)

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

q

–

–

H0

–

–

c0

–

–

RMS misfit

0.10

0.10

3.4 (6)

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

0.92 (1)

–

–

–

–

–

–

0.12

0.22

0.36

–

–

–

–

508

Numbers in brackets are 1r error in the last digits. Values in square brackets are assumed. Italic numbers indicate values being fixed. Thermal
expansion a = a0 ?a1T


KT0 and RMS misfit are in GPa; ðoKT =oT ÞP , ðoKT =oT ÞV , and aKT are in GPa K-1. o2 P=oT 2 V is in GPa2 K-2
Ref. 1: Martin et al. (2007); Ref. 2: Ballaran et al. (2007); Ref. 3 Lindsay-Scott et al. (2007); Ref. 4: Stølen and Trønnes (2007)

The acoustic modes of lattice vibration are related to the
compressional and shear wave velocities vp and vs ,
respectively. The acoustic Debye temperature Hac is given
by
 1 
1
h 3N 3 q 3
Hac ¼
vm
ð15Þ
k 4p
M=p
3
2
1
¼ þ
v3m v3s v3p

Fig. 6 A comparison of Pth(T)-Pth(298) for CaIrO3 ppv and fitting
results using thermal pressure approach as well as the residuals. The
residuals are represented with solid symbols of the same shape as the
corresponding experimental data

Grüneisen parameter and the Debye temperature at V0,
respectively, and q ¼ ðd ln c=d ln VÞ describes its volume
dependence. The Debye temperature H is assumed to be a
function of volume, and independent of temperature. Using
the Mie-Grüneisen-Debye formalism, it is a common
practice to fix H0 during the fit using results from other
techniques, such as acoustic measurement and/or calorimetric approach, because it cannot be well resolved in the
fit compared to other parameters (e.g. Jackson and Rigden
1996).
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ð16Þ

where M is the molecular mass; p is the number of atoms in
the molecular formula; and k, h and N are Boltzmann’s
constant, Plank’s constant, and Avogadro’s number,
respectively. Using the acoustic velocity data measured on
the same sample (vp = 5.71 km s-1, vs = 3.13 km s-1,
and q = 7.55 g cm-3 at ambient conditions), Hac0 is
determined to be 450 K for the sample with a density equal
to 92% theoretical density. Assuming the linear relationship between the velocities and porosity, the Debye temperature H0 of a fully dense sample are estimated to
be 508 K (vp = 6.28 km s-1, vs = 3.44 km s-1, and
q = 8.22 g cm-3 at ambient conditions), which is much
lower than the value of 703 ± 11 K calculated from
internal energy via a Debye model (Lindsay-Scott et al.
2007).
The resulting best-fit Grüneisen parameter c0 and its
volume dependence q for the dataset from this study are
0.99 (5) and 8.6 (35) at fixed H0 = 508 K. To examine
how much the effect of the uncertainty of Debye

Phys Chem Minerals (2011) 38:407–417

temperature on the fitting results, we performed a fit with
H0 = 550 K and obtained a result of 1.00 ± 0.05 and
8.4 ± 3.5) for c0 and q, respectively. The RMS misfits for
both fitting are *0.15 GPa. It is evident that an uncertainty
of 42 K in H0 has negligible effect on the fitting results.
We also constrained q by combining our data with hightemperature results for CaIrO3 ppv from previous studies
(Martin et al. 2007). In this case, fitting the combined
datasets to Eqs. 10–14 yielded 0.92 ± 0.01 and 3.4 ± 0.6
for c0 and q, respectively, with an RMS misfit of 0.12 GPa.
It is clear that constraint on parameter q has been largely
improved when the experimental data used in the fit covers
a larger range of compression, since q is the volume
dependence of c (Shim and Duffy 2000). This has also been
observed in our previous thermal equation of state study on
San Carlos olivine (Liu and Li 2006). For a wide range of
materials, Eq. 14 for the volume dependence of c is shown
to hold with q = 1 (e.g., Boehler and Ramakrishnan 1980;
Stixrude and Bukowinski 1990). Fig. 7 shows the two
combined datasets and fitting results as well as their
respective residuals. Since fitting of the P–V–T data with
this approach is insensitive to q away from unity, most of
the previous fit have been carried out with q fixed at values
between 0.5 and 1.5 for metals and minerals (e.g., Duffy
and Ahrens 1995; Jackson and Rigden 1996); therefore, for
ease of comparison, we fixed the value of H0 = 508 K and
q = 1, and we obtained c0 = 0.90 ± 0.01 with an RMS
misfit of 0.14 GPa.
The values of c0 from all the above fittings are lower
than those of 1.75 ± 0.08 from thermodynamic calculation
and 1.66–1.80 from Raman spectroscopy study (Hustoft
et al. 2008). It has been found that the c of CaGeO3 ppv
decreases to 1.14–1.25 at 100 GPa and 4,000 K, from 1.75
at ambient conditions (Usui et al. 2010). Shim et al. (2007)
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obtained c = 1.15 ± 0. 06 at 65 GPa from the high-pressure Raman spectroscopic measurements. The c of
Mg0.91Fe0.09SiO3 ppv was determined to be 0.79 ± 0.12 at
135 GPa and 2,300–2,700 K (Shim et al. 2008). It should
be noted that the c0 obtained from the Mie-GrüneisenDebye formalism fitting is an averaged value of cðVÞ
through the volume range covered by the experimental
data, instead of the c0 at V = V0, which may result in a
decreased c in the current study.
The variation of bulk modulus for perovskite analos has
been described approximately by the relationship
KV & constant (e.g., Liebermann et al. 1977; Bass 1984;
Kung 1997; Liu et al. 2008). Liu et al. (2008) reexamined
the systematic relationships between these isostructural
analos and mantle silicate perovskites using updated elasticity data, and the relationship was determined to be
KS0 = 6,720/V(molar) - 13.07 GPa. To examine the possible trend between the bulk modulus and molar volume
among post-perovskite analos, we summarize the available
data for oxide post-perovskites from experimental and
theoretical investigations (Table 3). In Fig. 8, we plot the
post-perovskite data in a diagram of KT versus 1/V (molar).
The bulk modulus of CaIrO3, MgGeO3 and (Mg, Fe)SiO3
can be well characterized using the relationship
KT0 = 5,406.0/V(molar) ? 5.9 GPa (Fig. 8), with an RMS
misfits of *13 GPa. Recently, CaRuO3, CaRhO3, and
CaPtO3 are found to possess the CaIrO3-type ppv structure
at high pressure and/or high temperature, but no bulk
moduli are available yet for these materials (Kojitani et al.
2007; Ohgushi et al. 2008; Shirako et al. 2009). Using the
trend, obtained in this study, the bulk moduli of CaRuO3,
CaPtO3, and CaRhO3 ppv are predicted to be 167, 163, and
168 GPa, respectively, with estimated standard errors of
*6 GPa,. The standard error is determined using PROC
GLM (procedure general linear model) of SAS (Statistical
Analysis Software) program.
The bulk modulus KT0 and its temperature derivative
ðoKT =oT ÞP for CaIrO3 ppv obtained in this study show
good consistency with the trend exhibited by other oxides
and silicates as summarized in a previous study (see Fig. 9
of Duffy and Wang (1998)). In addition, an examination of
0
the pressure derivatives of the bulk modulus KT0
(Table 3)
0
suggests that, excluding the fixed values (KT0 = 4) and the
0
0
= 2.3), all the KT0
are
study of Ballaran et al. (2007) (KT0
greater than 4, indicating that the oxide post-perovskite
may possess a pressure derivative larger than 4.

Conclusion
Fig. 7 The best-fitting Mie-Grüneisen-Debye models for the combined P–V–T datasets of CaIrO3 ppv and residuals. The residuals are
represented with solid symbols of the same shape as the corresponding
experimental data

Using synchrotron X-radiation and a DIA-type cubic anvil
apparatus, P–V–T measurements on CaIrO3 post-perovskite
have been carried out at pressures up to 8.6 GPa and
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Table 3 Elasticity of oxide post-perovskites
References

Formula

V0, Å3

V0,
cm3 M-1

KT0, GPa

0
KT0

This study

CaIrO3

226.566

34.110

168.3

5.4

Lindsay-Scott et al. (2007)

CaIrO3

226.402

34.085

144

4.8

Stølen and Trønnes (2007)a

CaIrO3

233.22

35.111

164

4b

Martin et al. (2007)

CaIrO3

226.3754

34.081

180.2

Ballaran et al. (2007)

CaIrO3

226.38

34.082

181

2.3

Usui et al. (2010)

MgGeO3

182.2

26.979

185.0

4.314

Kubo et al. (2006)
Kubo et al. (2006)a,c

MgGeO3
MgGeO3

179.2
178.02

27.430
27.566

207
201.9

4.4
4.34

Hirose et al. (2005)

MgGeO3

183.1

26.801

192

4b

Komabayashi et al. (2008)

MgSiO3

163.813

24.662

223.2

4b

Guignot et al. (2007)

MgSiO3

162.2

24.419

231.2

4b

MgSiO3

162.86

24.519

237.0

4b

Ono et al. (2006)
Tsuchiya et al. (2005b)

c

24.66

215.9

4.41

Tsuchiya et al. (2004)

MgSiO3
MgSiO3

163.813

24.662

222

4.2

Oganov and Ono (2004)c

MgSiO3

162.86

24.519

231.93

4.430

Oganov and Ono (2004)d

MgSiO3

167.64

25.238

199.96

4.541

Nishio-Hamane and Yagi (2009)

(Mg0.9,Fe0.1)SiO3

164.1

24.705

224

4b

Nishio-Hamane and Yagi (2009)

(Mg0.85,Fe0.15)(Al0.15Si0.85)O3

166.5

25.067

220

4b

Shim et al. (2008)

(Mg0.91,Fe0.09)SiO3

164.7

24.796

221

4b

Shieh et al. (2006)

(Mg0.91,Fe0.09)SiO3

164.9

24.826

219

4b

Mao et al. (2006)

(Mg0.6Fe0.4)SiO3

157.2

23.666

272

6b
e

Kojitani et al. (2007)
Ohgushi et al. (2008)

CaRuO3
CaPtO3

223.34
227.942

33.624
34.317

167 (6)
163 (6)e

Shirako et al. (2009)

CaRhO3

222.03

33.427

168 (6)e

a

At 0 K

b

Fixed

c

Local density approximation (LDA)

d

Generalized gradient approximation (GGA)

e

Predicted values. Standard errors, in the brackets, are determined using PROC GLM (procedure general linear model) of SAS (Statistical
Analysis Software) program

Fig. 8 Variation of bulk modulus KT0 with the molar volume V0
(molar) for oxide post-perovskites. The solid line represents the
relationship for isostructural oxide post-perovskites
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temperatures from 298 to 1,273 K. A complete thermal
equation of state has been derived by different equation of
state approaches, namely the high-temperature Birch-Murnaghan equation of state, the thermal pressure approach, and
the Mie-Grüneisen-Debye formalism. Both high-temperature Birch-Murnaghan EoS and thermal pressure approach
gave consistent thermoelastic properties. To expand the
pressure and temperature coverage, we combined previous
data on CaIrO3 post-perovskite at higher pressures or temperatures and performed an integrated analysis, yielding
comparable results with those derived from the current data
set alone. The derived bulk modulus KT0 at ambient pressure
0
is 168.3 (71) GPa with a pressure derivative KT0
= 5.4 (7).
The refined thermoelastic parameters for CaIrO3 postperovskite (ppv) are temperature derivative of bulk modulus
ðoKT =oTÞP = -0.038 (11) GPa K-1, aKT = 0.0039

Phys Chem Minerals (2011) 38:407–417

(1) GPa K-1, ðoKT =oT ÞV = -0.012 (2) GPa K-1, and
 2

o P=oT 2 V = 1.9 (3) 9 10-6 GPa2 K-2. Using the MieGrüneisen-Debye formalism, we obtain Grüneisen parameter c0 = 0.92 (1) and its volume dependence q = 3.4 (6). A
systematic relationship, KT0 = 5,406.0/V(molar) ? 5.9
GPa, has been established for oxide post-perovskites.

Addendum
After the submission of the manuscript, Lindsay-Scott et al.
(2010) reported an X-ray powder diffraction study on CaPtO3 ppv using synchrotron radiation. The bulk modulus
0
KT0 at ambient pressure and its pressure derivative KT0
are
determined to be 168.2 (8) GPa and 4.51 (6), respectively,
from the third-order Birch–Murnaghan equation of state
analysis. Using the trend KT0 = 5,406.0/V(molar) ? 5.9
GPa derived in our study, KT0 of CaPtO3 ppv has been
predicted to be 163 (6) GPa (Table 3). The predicted value
is in excellent agreement with the one derived from the
experimental data within mutual uncertainty, indicating the
validation of such trend for some ppv materials.
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